Welcoming
the New Year

Let us consider today’s topic: “From Micro
to Macro—the Human Mind and the Universe” using the perspective of karma.
Our individual karma is micro while collective karma is macro.
An individual’s expressions through
language, thoughts, opinions and so forth
create positive and negative influences on
himself and others. Through collective
voice, actions or policies, a group creates positive or negative influences.
As a member of a family all the way
to being a member of the global
community, we are continually involved
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in various types of collective karma. Every
member of a group participates differently.
The first situation is where collective
karma surpasses any one person’s realm
of control. When this occurs, individual
differences are as if nonexistent in the
overall scheme of the group (collective
karma supersedes individual karma).
The second situation is where the
power of the individual overrides the
power of the group, so that collective
karma is overwhelmed by individual
karma.
The third type is ideal, where individuals may work within collective karma
so that they help and contribute to the
group’s goals (individual karma appears
in the midst of collective karma) while

the group may also develop every member so that they achieve the best results in
what they do (realizing individual karma
by relying on collective karma). The interactions between individuals and their
group explain how from micro to macro
kar ma may improve or worsen such
relationships.
The essential thing to consider in this
matter is the influence of ethics on these
interactions in defining them as positive or
negative, good or bad. And the difficulty
with that lies in the different ways individuals and groups define right and wrong,
good and bad. Precisely because of must
legislate properly when ethical stance to be
sure that iideas, words, aered as well as
the collective voice of the group.
Thus an ethical perspective is essential

for those who formulate the laws by
which a society abides so that individuals
can work in harmony and favoritism and
prejudice play no role. They must accommodate individual differences; there must
be a balance of power; and individual
and collective wisdom must be embodied in the laws that govern a nation.
The above are just some shallow views
of mine. I hope all of you experts will
generously share your corrections.
Finally, may we each encourage one
another in this new year. May we accumulate much merit, build on our
character, hone virtues that match universal principles, and stay far away from
disasters. May all that transpires be
auspicious. In that way, world peace will
arrive without being sought.
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